
 

Full Range of Topics for  

Upcoming Golf Classes Online 

Held currently on Tuesdays at 11:15am and  

Thursdays at 11:15am Eastern  

 

- The 50 Yard Pitch (Learn the fundamentals of pitching and how to use the bounce on 

your sand wedge) 

- Topping FW and Hybrids (Most people struggle with these clubs because of the wrong 

intent.  You will learn how to use these clubs as weapons) 

- Tempo – (Learn the definition and how it can help you with your long and short game) 

- Scooping (Want to hit the ball farther and hit the ground in the correct place?) 

- Backswing Fundamentals (Start your swing correctly so your downswing is easy) 

- Horton Smith and the Arching Secret (The secret Horton Smith knew and now you will 

too!) 

- Short Game with Paul Runyan (The original master of the short game with tips and 

tricks)  

- Shoulder Tilt (If you don’t have the correct information to start, you can not ask yourself 

to accomplish the proper motion) 

- Taking Swing Changes to the Course (You must follow a certain path of mastery before 

you can take it to the course) 

- Trackman Facts and Fiction (Trackman has changed the way we look at things in the golf 

swing.  We will discuss the reality and take away the guesswork) 

- Understanding Angle of Attack (Hitting down vs hitting up and why you need to do 

both) 

- Bunker Play Simplified (The easiest shot in golf explained) 

- Scoring - Snake Oil vs Solid Plan (Pros don’t layup to a certain yardage, they hit the ball 

as close to the green as possible) 



- Creating More Speed in the Swing (There is a direct coloration between club head 

speed and your score.  Learn to swing the club faster) 

- Seve’s Short Game Secrets (How Seve became one of the best ever around the greens) 

- Chipping vs Pitching (Most people get these two terms confused.  Learn the basic 

differences and similarities)  

- Slicing vs Hooking (The best in the game play golf with curve.  We will discuss how to 

create and decrease sidespin) 

- How to Hit Low Launching High Spinning Pitch Shots (We have all seen how the pros 

spin the ball back and now so can you) 

- How Body Type Affects Your Golf Swing (Not everyone has the body of Michael Phelps. 

Understanding your body type will affect your golf swing) 

- Golf Psychology (To slice or not to slice, that is the question we will solve so you don’t 

crack under the pressure) 

- Golf Course Management (Nick Faldo was the best strategist to play the game.  Learn 

his strategy to get yourself around the golf course with less strokes) 

- 5 Ball Flight Laws (Learn how to read your ball flight and it will help you understand 

what happened in your swing) 

- Ben Hogan’s Secret (Ben had a secret and he should have kept it and never told anyone.  

See how his secret could be ruining your swing) 

- The Biggest Reason You Hit a Shot Offline (The answer is not what you may be thinking, 

the answer may shock you) 

- Tiger Woods’ Biggest Secret (He didn’t want you to know but I will tell you anyway) 

- Jack Nicklaus Golf My Way (Learn some of the principles that Jack followed to become 

the GOAT) 

- Quickest Way to Lower Your Scores (The low hanging fruit is the answer, three factors 

to shaving stroke instantly) 

- Golf IQ (Streets smarts vs Fairway smarts, how much do you know?) 

- Difference between an amateur and a touring professional (Not the answer you might 

be thinking and you will be shocked to know the truth) 

- Keep Your Head Down, Not! (The worst piece of advice and how it can be hurting your 

game) 

- Gear Effect (Missing the sweet spot can have some effects you can’t see.  Watch shots 

in slow motion and see what is happening)   

- How to practice properly (Learn the difference between exercising and skill building) 

- 4 keys to Hitting Bombs (Phil likes to hit Bombs and so can you if you know what to 

do!!) 

- Best and worst swing in professional golf (There are lots of different motions at the 

elite level.  Learn what all the best have in common) 



- Golf Hacks (Did you know your putter can double as a bottle opener?  We will discuss 

different hacks and how they can help your game) 

- The Drill Tiger Woods Hated (He hated it but was happy he did it.  There is no gain 

without the pain) 

- 5 Factors for Success (Executing a proper golf swing is only one of the factors that 

contribute to good golf)  

- Controlling Your Nerves on the Golf Course (Emotions are part of the game, do you 

keep track of your emotional scorecard?) 

- The Road to Athletic Greatness (Great advice from the Great John Wooden on how to 

achieve your best in life and golf) 

- The Cancer in Your Golf Swing (We all must know the one gremlin in your golf swing, 

and nag it into submission) 

- Chipping and Putting Yips (Once you have them, they do not go away.  You must find a 

way to do it differently) 

- Harvey Penick (Snippets of the little red book that will help you save shots on the golf 

course) 

- 5 Best and Worst Golf Tips (You have heard them and probably have given them.  Learn 

to sift through the good and the bad) 

- Shanking an Emergency Survival Kit (When you are on the course and suddenly you hit 

one sideways you need to know how to hit the next one) 

- How to Control Your Distance on the Putting Green (Distance is King and direction is 

Queen.  Learn some techniques to help you control your distance) 

- 3 Different Types of Putts (How you approach different putts will affect your 

probability.  Know the odds and you can improve your putting) 

- How to Read Greens in English and Spanish (This skill is the most important skill in 

putting.  Learn why and how to read greens properly) 

- Taking Advice from Your friends (If your friends only knew the damage they are doing 

when they give you a tip when you are struggling.  Don’t be the drowning man!) 

- Keeping it Simple Stupid (Take a tip from Jack Nicklaus with the KISS Method) 

- How Grit Can Help You Play Better Golf (Some people have it and some don’t.  Grit is 

the single most important factor to helping you get to the next level) 

- Routines and Systems (Great businesses rely on routines and systems.  Your golf game 

is no different and you should have a plan on how to play)  

- Two Types of Golf Coaches, “those who have been fired and those about to be fired”  (I 

am both of those and I will tell you the lessons I learned) 

- A Golfers Toolbox (You must have many tools to play the game effectively.  Don’t be the 

dentist with only one tool on the try) 



- Learning Style and the Different Stages of Learning (Everyone learns differently, 

identify your style and the different stages) 

- How and When to Release the Club and the Body (Club face orientation at the top of 

the swing will dictate how you use your body in the downswing) 

- How to Grip the Club Properly and How it Effects Impact (Your grip has a big influence 

on what happens in the downswing.  Learn the different release patterns and which on 

you should be using) 

- Shifting Weight and Pressure in a Golf Swing (There is a different between weight and 

pressure.  Learn the difference between the two and how they will help you play better 

golf) 

- Swing Plane ABC’s (Swing plane can be a complicated topic.  We will break down the 

plane into simply to learn definitions) 

- Best Drills for Coming Over the Top (90 percent of golfers come over the top.  If you are 

one of them, you must tune in to this class!) 

- 4 Power Sources in the Golf Swing (Utilize the 4 power sources to hit your longest 

drivers ever) 

- Spine Angle and Posture (Dos and Don’ts on how and why you need to maintain these 

angles) 

- How to Get Rid of the Chicken Wing (This dreaded position is a major complaint we see 

all the time.  Learn how the chicken wing is a reaction and not an action) 

- Blast Motion and Factors on Putting (Why guess when you can measure.  Blast golf is an 

inexpensive way to help factors in your putting) 

- Training Aids do they Help or are they Snake Oil (We separate the good from the bad 

so you don’t waste money on buying the wrong ones) 

- Practicing with Feedback (Negative and Positive feedback is the only way for you 

practice being beneficial) 

- How to Hit Out of the Rough (Tips and tricks on how to approach hitting these difficult 

shots) 

- Controlling the Low Point of Your Golf Swing (The biggest separator between the 

average golfer and a professional.  Learn how you can control this skill set) 

 

 

 


